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MIGS OVER MOSCOW

WINGS OVER CAPE TOWN

SPACE ADVENTURES

http://www.incredible-adventures.com


CLIMB INSIDE the cockpit

of a premier Russian fighter

for the adventure of your

life! Incredible Adventures

takes you inside the gates

of the formerly top-secret

Zhukovsky Air Base, just

an hour outside Moscow.

After security clearance,

you’ll undergo a pre-flight

medical check and be fitted

for your flight suit, g-suit

and helmet. You’ll train in

the ejection seat simulator,

and meet your guide to the

skies, an English-speaking

test pilot from the Gromov

Flight Research Institute.

Together, you’ll design the

FLIGHT OF YOUR DREAMS.

Choose to break the sound

barrier, climb to the edge of

space, roll, loop or fire up

the afterburners! You don’t

have to be a pilot to fly a

legend. All that’s required

is reasonable health and a

spirit of adventure.

Su-30 “Flanker”MiG-21 “Fishbed”MiG-29 UB “Fulcrum”

MiG-25 “Foxbat”L-39 “Albatross”MiG-23 “Flogger”

THE RIGHT STUFF
Two L-39 flights and one
supersonic flight in the MiG or
Sukhoi of your choice.

THE RED STAR ADVENTURE
One L-39 flight, one MiG-21
flight, one MiG-29 flight and
one MiG-25 flight. Includes
custom-made flight suit.

THE TOP GUN
Two L-39 flights and one flight
each in the MiG-29, MiG-25
and Su-30. Includes custom-
made flight suit.

MIG-29 “FULCRUM”
A twin-engine jet capable of
speeds in excess of Mach 2.3.
Similar in size and layout to the
US F-18 Hornet.

SU-30 “FLANKER”
This is the plane that invented
the legendary Cobra maneuver.
The Su-30 is much larger and
heavier than the MiG-29 and
features a fly-by-wire system.

THE L-39 “ALBATROSS”
This subsonic aerobatic trainer
is perfect for practicing the
same incredible maneuvers
you’ll perform in the MiG or
Sukhoi.

MIG-25 “FOXBAT”
This plane can take you to the
edge of space. It’s capable of
Mach 3.2 speed and rising to
80,000 feet…where the sky is
black above and blue below.

MIG-23 “FLOGGER”
Single-engine fighter built as a
variable-geometry successor to
the MiG-21. It has a high
altitude speed of Mach 2.3.

MIG-21 “FISHBED”
Still used by more than 30 air
forces worldwide, this single-
engine fighter was used in
Vietnam and the Gulf War. It’s
capable of Mach 2.

MIGS OVER MOSCOW
Select from one of the standard packages listed, or create your own customized flying adventure. Our
standard programs include six days and five nights at your choice of the Intourist or Metropol Hotel,
continental breakfasts, airport assistance, basic ground transportation, security clearance, pre-flight
medical check and travel visa assistance. Also included are a guided visit to Ismailova Market and a
tour of either Moscow or the world-famous Monino Air Museum. Custom programs allow you to make
your own hotel arrangements, add flights, bring a guest, extend your stay in Moscow and more.

THE PLANESTHE PROGRAMS

FLY THE LEGENDFLY THE LEGEND



STRAP YOURSELF into a

Mach 2 English Electric

Lightning and climb 60,000

feet closer to heaven in

just over a minute. Scream

out over the Atlantic at

650 mph in a Buccaneer.

Take a g-pulling aerobatic

flight in a Hawker Hunter.

See one of the world’s most

beautiful cities from the

cockpit of a jet fighter.

SIMULATE A VARIETY OF

WAR-TIME MISSIONS in

three of Britain’s best.

Embark on a high-altitude

intercept in the Lightning, a

low level bomb drop in the

Buccaneer, or an aerobatic

sortie in the Hunter. Flights

depart from a state-of-the-

art facility at Cape Town

International Airport. Cape

Town, South Africa has

it all: beaches, mountains,

gardens, animals and now,

the world’s only flying

Lightning and Bucc!

WINGS OVER CAPE TOWN
Select from one of our recommended packages below, or customize your Cape Town adventure by
adding tours or a photo safari. Standard programs include airport transfers, luxury hotel accommoda-
tions and a special welcome dinner with staff. Also included is a guided tour of the Cape Peninsula
which takes you to Boulder Beach to see penguins, up Chapman’s Peak to see baboons, to famous
gardens and for lunch overlooking two oceans. Customize your program by adding a safari in Mala
Mala, a visit to the winelands, crayfishing, scuba diving, paragliding and more.

ELECTRIC LIGHTNING
This twin-engine, all weather
interceptor was designed to go
very high and very fast.
Capable of Mach 2, the
Lightning climbs 50,000 feet
per minute and features side-
by-side seating. It holds some
of the world’s climb to altitude
records.

BUCCANEER
Weighing in at 55,000 pounds,
the Buccaneer is a low-level,
strike attack aircraft designed

to fly very low and very fast.
Powered by two Rolls Royce
engines, it features tandem
seating and has a top speed of
Mach .98.

HAWKER HUNTER
This single-engine advanced
trainer is highly maneuverable
and capable of Mach .92 at
sea level. At altitudes of 50
to 20,000 feet, you’ll perform
loops, rolls, barrel rolls,
inverted flight maneuvers
and more.

BUCCANEER ADVENTURE
Six days, five nights, two
Hawker flights and one
Buccaneer flight.

AN ELECTRIC WEEK
Six days, five nights, two
Hawker flights and one
Lightning flight.

A CLASSIC WEEK
Six days, five nights, one
Hawker flight, one Buccaneer
flight and one Lightning flight.

A TASTE OF FUN
Five days, four nights and two
Hawker flights.

THE PLANESTHE PROGRAMS

Hawker HunterBuccaneerEnglish Electric Lightning

CHOOSE YOUR MISSIONCHOOSE YOUR MISSION



INCREDIBLE SPACE ADVENTURES

ZERO-GRAVITY
A limited number of flights in
the Russian Space Program’s
Illyushin-76 MDK zero-gravity
airplane are available. Be
prepared to fly and float about
the cabin as your instructors
help you perform floating
maneuvers including rolls, spins
and somersaults.

COSMONAUT TRAINING
Spend a full day in Star City at
the Yuri Gagarin Cosmonaut
Training Center using the same
simulators used by cosmonauts
to prepare for space travel.
Standard package includes the
MIR Simulator, Soyuz-TM
Simulator, Navigation Simula-
tor, Vestibular Training and a
detailed tour of Hydrolab and
Centrifuge. Tours and training
sessions at Star City are

available separately or in
conjunction with any Incredible
Adventures program.

HYDROLAB TRAINING
Suit up in an Orlan Space suit
for a work session in the same
Hydrolab underwater facility
used to prepare cosmonauts
for space walks. Open to
certified divers only.

EDGE OF SPACE
Climb to the edge of space in
the MiG-25 “Foxbat”. You’ll
rocket at more than 2.5 times
the speed of sound to an
altitude or more than 75,000
feet high. There, you’ll confirm
the earth is round and see a sky
that’s black above and blue
below.

VOYAGE INTO SPACE
Incredible Adventures invites

you to take part in the first
commercial flights to the edge
of the universe in a vehicle
designed expressly for space
tourism. Twice-weekly depar-
tures for space are scheduled
to begin in 2002.

You will see the spectacular
glow of the Earth’s curvature
and experience weightlessness
as you travel to the ultimate
destination: astronaut altitude,
100 kilometers above sea level.

The space voyage program
includes space training, final
countdown preparations, the
space flight and a gala dinner
where you will be awarded
your astronaut wings and a
space traveler certificate. Call
for complete details.
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LIFE IS EITHER AN INCREDIBLE ADVENTURE OR NOTHING AT ALL
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Incredible Adventures, Inc.

MIGS etc. in Moscow

Zero-Gravity Adventures

Russian Space Training

Wings Over Cape Town

Covert Ops

Ranger Team Adventures

Air Combat USA

Legends of World War II

Custom Programs

800-644-7382

941-346-2603 tel

941-346-2488 fax

incredible-adventures.com

info@incredible-adventures.com

6604 Midnight Pass Road

Sarasota, FL 34242

Making Dreams

Come True Since 1993

http://www.incredible-adventures.com

